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Summary
1. Non-invasive genetic data analysed with capture–mark–recapture (CMR) models
can be used to estimate population size, particularly for elusive and endangered species.
Data generated from non-invasive genetic sampling are different, however, from
conventional CMR data because individuals can be contacted several times within a
single sampling session. Two methods have been proposed recently to accommodate
this type of data, but no study has attempted to compare their estimates and evaluate
their reliability compared with independent estimates of population size.
2. We investigated the reliability and accuracy of estimating the abundance of lesser
horseshoe bats Rhinolophus hipposideros by genotyping DNA from droppings collected
non-invasively at three colonies over 2 consecutive years. The number of times that each
individual was ‘contacted’ (i.e. the number of droppings per individual) was used to
estimate population size with two different published methods: a maximum likelihood
and a Bayesian estimator.
3. Among the 586 samples extracted, 534 provided a complete genotype at six to eight
microsatellite loci, which enabled a reliable discrimination of 165 individuals. Statistical
estimates of colony sizes often included independent estimates obtained from visual
counts, validating the method. Discrepancies appeared when capture heterogeneity was
not taken into account while it occurred.
4. Synthesis and applications. We have taken a first step towards improving methods of
estimating numbers of bats by demonstrating that genetic data produced from bat
faecal DNA are of high quality and can provide accurate estimates of population size
even when samples are taken during only one sampling session. Such protocols provide
valuable management tools for elusive and rare species in general. The method is
relatively easy and cost-efficient because only one sampling session is required.
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Population size is important in wildlife management
and conservation. However, obtaining population
size estimates is not straightforward, particularly for
endangered, elusive and cryptic species. Traditional
capture–mark–recapture (CMR) methods, based on
multiple sampling sessions, have proven to be an
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Biologique, 35380 Paimpont, France (fax + 33 2 99 61 81 88;
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efficient tool for population size estimation but are
not without problems when applied to rare, elusive and
capture-sensitive species. In such cases, non-invasive
genetic methods can be valuable in estimating population size without the need for capture (Kohn et al.
1999; Banks et al. 2003; Frantz et al. 2003, 2004), for
example when DNA is obtained from faeces or shed
hair (Piggott & Taylor 2003). Each individual is recognized on the basis of its genetic fingerprint inferred
from the non-invasively collected material (Taberlet &
Luikart 1999). Because of the low quantity and/or
quality of the non-invasively collected DNA, two main
scoring errors, allelic dropout [ADO; one allele of a
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heterozygous individual is not amplified during a
positive polymerase chain reaction (PCR)] and false
allele (FA; a PCR-generated allele as a result of a slippage artefact during the first cycles of the reaction),
may lead to incorrect genotypes and consequently to
overestimated population sizes (Waits & Leberg 2000).
Such errors must be corrected by repeating the genotyping process and comparing genotypes to each other
(Frantz et al. 2003; Paetkau 2003) until a particular
genetic fingerprint (i.e. multilocus genotype) is found.
Two or more samples having the same fingerprint are
then considered to originate from the same individual.
At the same time, m samples from the same individual
yield one ‘capture’ and m − 1 ‘recaptures’. Recaptures
can be obtained from a single non-invasive sampling
session (Miller, Joyce & Waits 2005; Petit & Valière
2006). To our knowledge, no study has compared estimates obtained through a single sampling session
treated with different models, or compared these estimates with independent estimates (e.g. direct counts)
to test their reliability.
Bats make up to at least one-fifth of extant mammalian species (c. 1100 species; Simmons 2005); statistically defensible population size estimates are needed
but they are often difficult to obtain (O’Shea, Bogan
& Ellison 2003). Bats are difficult to census mainly
because of their small size, high vagility and nocturnal
lifestyle (O’Shea, Bogan & Ellison 2003), and thus
represent a group of particular interest for testing the
reliability of non-invasive sampling for population size
estimates. Our study species was the lesser horseshoe
bat Rhinolophus hipposideros Bechstein. Sensitive to
human disturbance and classified as vulnerable by the
World Conservation Union (Hutson, Mickleburgh &
Racey 2001), the lesser horseshoe bat has undergone
substantial declines in recent decades (Arbeitskreis
Fledermaüse Sachsen-Anhalt 1997).
The goal of this study was to evaluate the feasibility
and reliability of population size estimates based on a
single non-invasive sampling session. For three colonies over 2 years (2003 and 2004), droppings of lesser
horseshoe bats were sampled during a single sampling
session and then typed at eight microsatellite loci. Each
sample was assigned to an individual based on its
multilocus genotype. The number of times that each
individual was contacted was compiled and analysed to
estimate population size and a 95% confidence interval
(95% CI) of this estimate. Visual counts of the number
of individuals present in the colonies were compared
with the estimates obtained from the non-invasive
genetic survey.

Materials and methods
collection and storage of bat
droppings
Three colonies were investigated at Epiniac, Pluherlin
and Saint-Thurial in Brittany, France, and were sam-

pled in 2003 and 2004. Each year, we collected about
three times as many droppings as the number of bats
visually counted in the colony (see below). This yielded
enough material for extraction of 279 droppings in
2003 and 307 in 2004. Sampling involved cleaning up
the ground under the main cluster around 20 May and
then spreading newspaper on the ground beneath the
roosting site. Dried droppings deposited by bats were
collected by hand or using tweezers from the newspaper 10–15 days later. Sampling took place at this time
of the year because all adult females of the colony were
likely to be present but no young had been born.
After collection, droppings were stored individually
in 2-mL microtubes, which were kept open except for
transport. Samples were sent to the laboratory, where a
silica gel fragment was added to each microtube in
order to absorb humidity, thus avoiding DNA degradation (Wasser et al. 1997; Taberlet, Waits & Luikart
1999). Microtubes were stored open in a dry room until
further analysis.

counting lesser horses hoe bat s by
direct observation
The colonies studied were nurseries, where females
congregate from March to May, then stay until August
to complete their pregnancy, give birth and rear their
young. We estimated the colony size by direct visual
counting of the resting bats during the day. This was
completed two to seven times from mid-May until
mid-July in each colony and each year. The maximum
number of adults observed during this period was
considered as the most reliable visual estimate of
colony size.

genetic data
We extracted DNA from bat droppings using modifications to the QIAamp DNA Stool Mini Kit
(QIAGEN) (Puechmaille, Mathy & Petit 2007). A
338-basepairs (bp) fragment of the Cytochrome b gene
was amplified from each extract (Puechmaille, Mathy
& Petit 2007). Samples that successfully amplified
were then typed for microsatellites. Among the 14 microsatellites described by Puechmaille, Mathy & Petit
(2005), the following eight tetra repeat loci were used:
RHC108, RHD102, RHD103, RHD111, RHD113,
RHD119, RHD2 and RHD9. All eight microsatellites
were amplified together in a 7-µL multiplex reaction
and sized as reported in Puechmaille, Mathy & Petit
(2005). We tested for Hardy–Weinberg and genotypic
disequilibria with permutation tests using f-stat 2·9·3
(Goudet 2001).

probability of identity

( P id )

The probability that two individuals, drawn at random
from a population, will have the same multilocus genotype (PID; Waits, Luikart & Taberlet 2001) depends on
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the number of loci used to construct the genotype, the
heterozygosity of these loci, and the relatedness of
individuals within the population (Waits, Luikart &
Taberlet 2001). From multilocus genotypes of 91 individuals from two nurseries (Epiniac, n = 53; Pluherlin,
n = 38), Puechmaille, Mathy & Petit (2005) showed
that a set of eight loci is sufficient to discriminate all
individuals at the nurseries studied. To confirm the
power of the eight loci used, we calculated expected
probabilities of identity for unrelated individuals
(PID-rand) and full siblings (PID-sibs), the latter being more
conservative (Waits, Luikart & Taberlet 2001), using
gimlet (Valière 2002).

reducing genotyping errors
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When amplifying DNA from faeces, researchers must
cope with genotyping errors, particularly ADO and
FA (Taberlet et al. 1996). Although methods involving
PCR replicates (multiple-tube approaches) have been
developed to reduce genotyping error rates (Taberlet
et al. 1996), these methods increase laboratory costs
(Paetkau 2003). Other complementary methods,
such as genetic profiles comparisons, have also been
developed to detect genotyping errors (Frantz et al.
2003; Paetkau 2003). Comparisons of samples with
each other identify samples with identical genotypes,
referred to for convenience as zero-mismatch pairs
(0-MM pairs), samples that match at all but one allele (1MM pairs), samples that match at all but two alleles
(2-MM pairs), and so on. As 1-MM pairs and 2-MM
pairs are unlikely to happen when the probability of
identity is very low (cf. the Results; Paetkau 2003),
all samples involving such cases were suspected to
contain one and two genotyping errors, respectively. In
order to obtain reliable sample genotypes, we adapted
a comparative multiple-tube approach in this study,
combining PCR replicate and genetic profile comparisons (Fig. 1).
The first step of our approach followed Frantz et al.’s
(2003) approach in performing two PCR per sample. A
consensus genotype was defined for each locus, following the rule that an allele was accepted only if it had
been recorded at least twice. If zero or more than two
alleles met this criterion, no consensus genotype was
accepted at this locus (Fig. 1). The second step shifted
the decision level to the multilocus genotype. Samples
having consensus genotypes accepted at less than four
loci at step 1 were discarded because they were considered to be low-quality samples. Those with four to
six loci accepted were re-amplified twice more in order
to complete the genotype. Samples completed at seven
or eight loci were compared using GeneCap (Wilberg
& Dreher 2004) to confirm those identical at all alleles
(0-MM pairs), and those differing at one (1-MM pairs)
or two alleles (2-MM pairs). Pairs differing at one or
two alleles were re-amplified once and twice more,
respectively. Indeed, one more re-amplification was
often sufficient to detect one error whereas two may

Fig. 1. Flow chart illustrating the comparative multiple-tube
approach. By following this procedure it was possible to
obtain reliable genetic profiles in this study (see text for further
explanations). In step 1, numerals 1 and 2 identify positive
PCR 1 and 2, while letters A, B, and C identify alleles that may
be observed in a given PCR.

have been necessary to detect two errors. Samples
identical at seven loci were re-amplified once more to
complete the genotype. We discarded samples with
inconsistencies between replicates (e.g. two PCR with
genotype AB, then two PCR with genotype CD). In the
third step, we removed samples having less than six loci
accepted at the end of step 2. Samples with six, seven or
eight loci were compared on a pairwise basis. Considering the very low probability of identity (PID-sibs < 10–3;
cf. the Results), we identified two or more samples
harbouring the same multilocus genotype as from the
same individual. We considered samples having genotypes that differed by three or more alleles as distinct
individuals. As in step 2, 1- or 2-MM pairs were likely
to contain errors. We thus compared and rechecked
their genotypes. If the mismatch persisted, an allele
could be accepted if it was present only once, but only
if it allowed reducing the number of mismatches
between genotypes from 1 to 0 (reducing a 1-MM pair
to a 0-MM pair) or from 2 to 1 (reducing a 2-MM pair
to a 1-MM pair). After screening, if 1-MM pairs were
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still present in the data set, they were declared as
originating from the same individual, while 2-MM
pairs were declared as originating from different
individuals. The number of samples analysed being
approximately twice the size of the population estimated
visually, we expected on average one ‘recapture’ per
individual. Thus multilocus genotypes that appeared
only once in the data set were read again to check
whether they contained errors.

genotyping error rates
ADO and FA rates were computed by comparing PCR
replicates to consensus genotypes, assuming that consensus genotypes are correct. The mean per-replicate
probability of ADO at locus j was estimated as:

pj =

Dj

E j = E ADO j + EFA j − ( E ADO j × EFA j )

L

ET = 1 −

Fj

j

eqn 6

)

Equation 6 gives the probability of having at least
one error in a consensus multilocus genotype, that is to
say the sum of probabilities of having 1, 2, and so on up
to 8 errors. Step 3 of our protocol (Fig. 1) enabled genotypes having exactly one or two errors to be detected.
Thus, we calculated the probability of having a wrong
genotype with exactly one or two errors (E1or2):
L

E1or 2 =
where Fj is the number of amplifications leading to the
creation of one or more false allele at locus j, and Aj is
the number of positive amplifications (after Broquet &
Petit 2004). After amplifications have been replicated i
times for Ni individuals at locus j, the probability of finding a consensus genotype that is wrong because of an ADO
is, given the observed heterogygosity of locus j is H O j :

∑ [( p )

i

j

i −1

+ i ( p j ) (1 − p j )] × N i

i

∑N

i

i

eqn 3
because a consensus will be wrong when i or i − 1 replicates show an ADO in a heterozygote (remember that
an allele was accepted when it was read at least twice
over i replicates). Similarly, the probability that this
consensus is wrong because of an FA is:
i
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∏ (1 − E

eqn 2

Aj

E ADO j = H O j ×

eqn 5

As ADO and FA are not mutually exclusive, the
probability of occurrence of an error (Ej) is equal to
the sum of probabilities of both events minus the probability of both events occurring simultaneously, the
latter probability being equal to the term in parentheses
(equation 5) as ADO and FA are considered as independent errors. Given a genotype consisting of L
loci, the probability of this multilocus genotype being
wrong (i.e. containing at least one error) is called the
multilocus error rate (ET). Assuming that errors are
independent between loci:

eqn 1

Ahet j

where Dj is the number of amplifications involving the
loss of one allele, and Ahet j is the number of positive
amplifications of individuals determined as heterozygous according to their consensus genotype at locus
j (after Broquet & Petit 2004). The mean per-replicate
probability of FA at locus j was estimated as:

fj =

Assuming that errors affect samples independently,
we estimated the error probability (ADO or FA) for a
consensus genotype at locus j as:

EFA j = (1 − H O j ) ×

∑ ∑C
i

n= 2

n
i

n

( f j ) (1 − f j )

∑N

i −n

× Ni

i

i

eqn 4
because such an error can affect only homozygous genotypes when an FA is read at least twice over i replicates
(thus resulting in a false heterozygote).

⎡

∑ ⎢⎢E ∏ (1 − E
j =1

⎣

j

k≠ j

k

⎤
)⎥ +
⎥⎦

L

⎡

⎤

∑ ⎢⎢E E ∏ (1 − E )⎥⎥
j =1

⎣

j

k≠ j

l

l ≠ j , l ≠k

⎦

eqn 7

estimation of p opulation size
Two methods have been developed recently to accommodate the fact that individuals can be ‘captured’ more
than once per sampling session in non-invasive genetic
studies. Based on a model with n samples taken with
replacement from N individuals, all individuals having
the same probability 1/N of being sampled, Miller,
Joyce & Waits (2005) developed a maximum likelihood estimator implemented in Capwire software
(www.cnr.uidaho.edu/lecg). This corresponds to the
null model of Capwire, also referred to as even capture
model (ECM). Considering the same model, Petit &
Valière (2006) described a sequential Bayesian method
(BM) adapted from Gazey & Staley (1986). Computations of the Bayesian estimate were implemented in R
(Ihaka & Gentleman 1996). Both methods yield a population size estimate and a 95% CI of this estimate.
The main assumptions of these models are: (i) a
closed population (no birth, no death, no migration);
(ii) a recapture probability equalling the capture probability; and (iii) an equal capture probability for all
individuals. Assumptions (i) and (ii) were probably met
in our study (see the Discussion). The assumption of
capture homogeneity was more problematic and thus
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tested in two different ways. First, when calculating the
maximum likelihood estimator, we performed a likelihood ratio test using Capwire (Miller, Joyce & Waits
2005; threshold P-value set to 0·05). This test compares
a model assuming a population comprising two groups
of individuals with distinct capture probabilities (the
two innate rate model; TIRM), with the null model
assuming equal capture probability for all individuals.
This likelihood ratio test (LRT) is based on a restrictive
model of capture heterogeneity, and is thus likely to
miss types of capture heterogeneity that do not conform to the two innate rates model implemented in
Capwire. We therefore developed a second test that
makes no assumption about the distribution of capture
heterogeneity among individuals. We simply simulated
the sampling process carried out during the study,
under an assumption of homogeneous capture probability, and compared the expected with the observed
number of captures per individual. Simulations were
conducted as follows using the R package (Ihaka &
Gentleman 1996). We randomly drew n samples from a
pool of N individuals, each individual having the same
probability of capture (1/N ). Sampling was done with
replacement because the number of droppings per
individual was great compared with the number of
droppings taken (see the Discussion). n being greater
than N, some individuals were sampled only once but
others were sampled twice, three times, etc. We repeated
each simulation 1000 times, from which an average and
boundaries of the 95% CI of the number of captures
per individual were computed. The null hypothesis
of equiprobability of capture was rejected if, in the
frequency distribution of the number of captures, the
frequency of observed values lay outside the simulated
95% CI for at least one value of the number of captures.
We ran the simulation test considering two different
values for N: the maximum likelihood and the Bayesian
estimates of N. The number of samples drawn (n) was
equal to the number of samples typed for each pair of
colony and year.
We estimated N for each colony (Epiniac, Pluherlin
and Saint-Thurial), each year (2003 and 2004) with
both the maximum likelihood method under the null

model and the BM. Because tests carried out to detect
capture heterogeneity might not be entirely reliable
(Miller, Joyce & Waits 2005) or the threshold chosen
might not be stringent enough (P = 0·05), N was also
estimated for each colony and year using the two innate
rate model independently of the results given by the
capture heterogeneity tests.

Results
genetic data
Amplification of mitochondrial DNA yielded positive
controls for 567 of the 586 extractions (96·8%). Apart
from four samples that were removed because they
were mixed during extraction, all others (563 samples)
were typed at eight microsatellite loci. Among the
563 samples, 25 were removed during step 2 (reamplifications) and four during step 3 (genotype
comparisons), resulting in 534 samples genotyped at
six (five samples), seven (11 samples) and eight loci (518
samples).
The average expected heterozygosity of the eight loci
was 0·72 at Epiniac (range 0·62–0·79), 0·70 at Pluherlin
(range 0·56–0·83) and 0·72 at Saint-Thurial (range
0·53–0·82). When analysing each locus for each colony
and each year, two loci showed heterozygosity deficiency
and one heterozygosity excess, but no disequilibrium
was detected at the colony level. As expected by chance
from the number of tests carried out, the number of
loci that showed a significant genotypic disequilibrium
varied between one and three in each colony. No linkage between two particular loci was observed more
than twice.

probability of identity
The PID using all loci ranged between 1·00 × 10–8 and
8·20 × 10–8 for unrelated individuals (PID-rand) and
between 7·37 × 10–4 and 1·23 × 10–3 for full siblings
(PID-sibs) (Table 1). In each colony for both years, the
minimal number of individuals that could be discriminated assuming full siblings was above 800 (Table 1).

Table 1. Mean observed (HO) and expected (HE) heterozygosities for three colonies of the lesser horseshoe bat over 2 years.
Probabilities of identity and the number of individual distinguishable (1/PID) are also presented
Epiniac
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HO
HE
PID-sibs*
PID-rand†
1/PID-sibs
1/PID-rand

Pluherlin

Saint-Thurial

2003

2004

2003

2004

2003

2004

0·74
0·72
9·84 × 10–4
5·22 × 10–8
1016
19 164 431

0·73
0·72
1·01 × 10–3
5·39 × 10–8
995
18 556 318

0·78
0·7
1·20 × 10–3
7·33 × 10–8
833
13 644 426

0·76
0·7
1·23 × 10–3
8·20 × 10–8
813
12 199 585

0·72
0·74
7·37 × 10–4
1·00 × 10–8
1356
99 900 100

0·69
0·7
1·20 × 10–3
6·82 × 10–8
831
14 664 907

*Probability of identity for full siblings (Waits, Luikart & Taberlet 2001).
†Probability of identity for unrelated individuals (Waits, Luikart & Taberlet 2001).
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Table 2. Mean error rates (ADO and FA calculated after equations 1 and 2, respectively) and global error rates (ET, equation 6;
E1or2, equation 7) are presented per colony and year. The number of samples typed is given in parentheses for each colony and year.
The expected number of erroneous genotypes (error rate × number of samples typed) is also presented in parentheses for each type
of error rate
Epiniac

ADO
FA
E T*
E1or2†
ET – E1or2

Pluherlin

Saint-Thurial

2003 (114)

2004 (145)

2003 (97)

2004 (95)

2003 (46)

2004 (37)

0·049
0·022
0·2426 (27·7)
0·2408 (27·5)
0·0018 (0·2)

0·044
0·028
0·2637 (38·2)
0·2613 (37·9)
0·0024 (0·4)

0·054
0·024
0·3113 (30·2)
0·3072 (29·8)
0·0040 (0·4)

0·031
0·021
0·1957 (18·6)
0·1948 (18·5)
0·0009 (0·1)

0·128
0·037
0·4578 (21·1)
0·4418 (20·3)
0·0161 (0·7)

0·153
0·031
0·6330 (23·4)
0·5801 (21·5)
0·0529 (2)

*Probability of a genotype being incorrect (containing at least one error, equation 6).
†Probability of a genotype containing exactly one or two errors (equation 7).

genotyping errors
Mean ADO rates over loci were between 0·031 and
0·054 at Epiniac and Pluherlin and between 0·128
(2003) and 0·153 (2004) at Saint-Thurial. Mean FA
rates over loci ranged between 0·021 and 0·037 for all
three colonies over the 2 years. These averaged error
rates were estimated per locus, replicate, colony and
year (Table 2). Taking into account the number of
replicates and following equation 6, we estimated the
multilocus error rate (ET), which was between 0·1957
and 0·3113 at Epiniac and Pluherlin for both years and
reached 0·4578 (2003) and 0·6330 (2004) at SaintThurial. Assuming that consensus genotypes are
correct and according to these estimates of global error
rates and the number of samples typed, the expected
total number of samples containing one or more errors
was as high as 159 over 534 (calculated after Table 2).
But according to our equations 6 and 7, these 159
samples had a 97·7% chance of presenting exactly one
or two errors (calculated after Table 2). By reading the
samples again, screening all 1- and 2-MM pairs and
also by checking genotypes that did not match any
other sample (samples without recapture), all 1-MM
pairs were removed and the number of 2-MM pairs was
reduced to three. These 2-MM pairs were considered to
be different individuals because in all three cases each
genotype involved matched completely (0-MM pairs)
another sample of the data set, which rendered unlikely
the possibility that two identical errors occurred in two
different samples from the same individual.

estimation of p opulation size
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Among the 534 samples typed, 52 were unique (9·7%)
and 482 had a genotype present at least twice in the
data set. These 482 samples represented 113 different
genotypes, which were attributed to as many individuals.
In total, 165 different individuals were identified. For
each colony and year, the number of samples typed
and the number of unique individuals identified are
reported in Fig. 2. The number of droppings sampled

Fig. 2. Colony size estimates in three nurseries of the lesser
horseshoe bat. The Bayesian estimate (BM) is from Petit &
Valière (2006). The maximum likelihood estimates (ECM and
TIRM) are from Miller, Joyce & Waits (2005). For each year
and nursery, the number of samples typed is presented in
parentheses. (a) Denotes a significant likelihood ratio test of
capture heterogeneity (see the Materials and Methods for
further explanations) in the colony and year considered. (b)
Denotes a significant simulation test of capture heterogeneity
(see the Materials and Methods for further explanations) in
the colony and year considered. (c) The P-value for the
likelihood ratio test of capture heterogeneity is 0·076.

per individual and year varied between 1 and 10 (mean
2·41, SD 1·67).
Colony size estimates using BM, ECM and TIRM
are represented in Fig. 2 for each colony and year. For
all colonies, whatever the year, ECM and BM estimates
were quite similar and agreed with visual counts,
although they slightly underestimated the number of
individuals counted visually. All visual counts lay
within the 95% CI of the BM estimate, except two that
were slightly higher (one more individual). With ECM,
three visual counts were within the 95% CI of the
estimate, and three were higher (plus one, four and six
individuals).
Capture heterogeneity was detected by both tests
(LRT and simulation) in two of the six pairs of colony
and year tested (Epiniac 2004 and Saint-Thurial 2003;
Fig. 2; see also Fig. S1 in the supplementary material).
In these two cases, TIRM estimates were higher than
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BM and ECM estimates, although their 95% CI overlapped, and comprised the visual estimate. At Pluherlin
in 2004, the simulation test detected capture heterogeneity but not the LRT, although its probability was
nearly significant (P = 0·076). In this case, N estimated
by the TIRM was very close to the visual estimate. At
Epiniac 2003, no capture heterogeneity was detected
and the TIRM 95% CI fell above the visual estimate.
However, at Pluherlin 2003 and Saint-Thurial 2004,
no capture heterogeneity was detected and the TIRM
estimate was closer to the visual estimate than the
ECM and BM estimates.

Discussion
quality of the genetic data
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In non-invasive genetics, DNA extract quality depends
on the ability to reduce the presence of molecules that
can inhibit the PCR (Taberlet, Waits & Luikart 1999).
The amplification success of DNA extracted from
faeces of the lesser horseshoe bat was quite high
(96·8% of 586 samples), indicating that inhibitors were
efficiently removed during extraction. This test was
run with mitochondrial DNA, a genome present in
high copy numbers in each cell. Among the samples
that were successful for the mitochondrial DNA test,
the amplification of nuclear loci, present in only two
copies per cell, was also highly successful (98·6% of
12 592 PCR allowed one or more allele to be scored).
Because all loci were amplified together, our amplification method (Fig. 1) sometimes involved the reamplification of all loci because one failed to amplify
or contained one error. However, the average of 2·70
replicates conducted per sample (excluding failed
reactions) was within the range of those published (3·4,
Frantz et al. 2003; 2·4, Prugh et al. 2005). The success
of the multiplex PCR was possible because all loci
amplified equally (Puechmaille, Mathy & Petit 2007).
Finally, a high percentage of samples extracted (534/
586 × 100 = 91·1%) provided a reliable genotype using
our approach (Fig. 1). This efficiency is important in
order to keep the costs reasonable for large-scale studies.
The genotyping error rates (mean ADO 0·0595,
mean FA 0·0261) were among the lowest reported from
faecal genotyping studies (Broquet & Petit 2004). These
rates agree with error rates estimated during a pilot
study (mean ADO 0·0492, mean FA 0·0328), where 22
samples originating from two colonies and 2 years were
repeatedly typed eight times (data not shown). When
performing steps 1 and 2 of the comparative multipletube approach (Fig. 1), multilocus error rates (ET)
ranged from 0·1957 to 0·6330. The multilocus genotypes were compared to find these errors (E1or2), and
correcting them finally yielded final error rates
(ET –E1or2) that were quite low, between 0·0009 and
0·0529 (Table 2). Hence our protocol (Fig. 1) is very
efficient in reducing the expected number of wrong
genotypes, which fell from 159 to less than four of 534

(Table 2) after 1-MM and 2-MM pairs had been
checked for errors. These estimations of global error
rates relied on assumptions of independence between
ADO and FA errors and independence of errors
between loci (cf. the Materials and Methods). The correlations between the number of ADO and the number
of FA was significant but low for seven loci (Spearman
rank correlation, r range 0·18 – 0·41, d.f. range 384–448,
P < 0·001) and not significant for locus D119 (r = 0·08,
d.f. = 374, P = 0·14). For the 518 complete multilocus
genotypes, the number of errors per sample per locus
(ADO + FA) was also significantly correlated between
all possible pairs of loci (Spearman rank correlation,
r range 0·18–0·49, d.f. = 516, P < 0·001 for each correlation). Our estimates are thus biased, although not to a
large extent because these correlations are weak. Furthermore, when correlations exist, errors concentrate on
fewer genotypes than when errors occur independently
(Bonin et al. 2004), leading to fewer wrong genotypes
than expected. However, because these wrong genotypes contain more errors than expected, some of them
might be undetected during step 3 of our comparative
multiple-tube approach (Fig. 1).

estimation of p opulation size
Expected PID-rand and PID-sibs, considered, respectively,
as the lower and upper bounds for the observed values
of PID (PID-obs), were quite low (Table 1). Those PID
calculations could be slightly underestimated as we
included individuals with exactly six (five individuals)
or seven (six individuals) complete loci. However,
calculations of weighed PID (Prugh et al. 2005), taking
into account the number of individuals typed at six,
seven or eight loci, showed that the minimal number of
individuals that could be discriminated assuming fullsiblings was still above 800 (data not shown). The
mating system of the lesser horseshoe bat is polygynous,
with each female having only one offspring per year
(Gaisler 1965). Even if mate fidelity and intralineage
polygyny occurs, as reported in the greater horseshoe
bat (Rossiter et al. 2005), full-siblings will represent
only a small proportion of all possible relationships
between individuals within the colony. In such a case,
the PID-obs may be closer to the PID-rand than the PID-sibs, as
reported from the Australian northern hairy-nosed
wombat Lasiorhinus krefftii (Waits, Luikart & Taberlet
2001). In our case, PID was low enough to avoid problems of underestimation linked to the ‘shadow effect’,
when two individuals harbour the same genotype for
the set of loci investigated (Mills et al. 2000; Waits &
Leberg 2000).
Visual estimates of colony size can be considered
reliable because they were consistent over the two to
seven times each colony was counted each year (see
Appendix S1 in the supplementary material). We can
thus consider its value as the best estimate of the
population size (true N). BM and ECM provided very
similar results and globally tended to underestimate the
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true N, especially ECM, which furnished the narrowest
95% CI (Fig. 2). This suggests that genotyping errors,
which could lead to overestimates of population size
(Waits & Leberg 2000), were not a problem in this data
set, even for Saint-Thurial 2004 which is the only colony
and year where more than one erroneous genotype
is expected (Table 2). Increasing the stringency of our
protocol, and thus reducing the number of expected
wrong genotypes, could be reached by accepting alleles
observed in at least three (rather that two) independent
PCR replicates. This could either mean running more
PCR replicates, thus increasing the costs of the study,
or eliminating more samples because of missing genotypes, which would reduce the accuracy of the population size estimates. At Epiniac 2003, the frequency
distribution of the observed number of captures fitted
the frequency expected under an even capture probability very well (see Fig. S1 in the supplementary
material) and BM and ECM were accurate while
TIRM overestimated the true N. When capture heterogeneity was detected, TIRM yielded higher estimates
than BM and ECM methods, but in two out of three
cases it tended to overestimate the true N, which was,
however, included in its 95% CI (Fig. 2). Surprisingly,
the TIRM estimate was the best at Pluherlin 2003 and
Saint-Thurial 2004, whereas no capture heterogeneity
was detected. The simulation test was, however, nearly
significant, with two points of the observed number of
captures reaching the boundaries of the expected 95%
CI for Saint-Thurial 2004, and one point for Pluherlin
2003 (see Fig. S1 in the supplementary material).

model assumptions
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Our analyses were based on three assumptions [(TIRM
relaxes assumption (iii)]: (i) a closed population during
the sampling period (no births, deaths, immigration or
emigration); (ii) a recapture probability equalling
the capture probability; and (iii) an equal capture
probability for all individuals, in other words an equal
number of droppings deposited per individual throughout the sampling period. Because the respect of
assumptions has an important impact on estimator
performance (Miller, Joyce & Waits 2005), we assessed
our results in the light of the lesser horseshoe bat
biology and sampling design.
For lesser horseshoe bats, births occurred outside
our sampling period (Gaisler 1965, 1966a; Schofield
1996). The bats are long-lived (Gaisler 1989; Gaisler
et al. 2003) and our sampling period was short, so the
probability of death was negligible. Finally, female
lesser horseshoe bats are very faithful to their colony,
even if they use satellite roosts occasionally (Schofield
1996; Kayikcioglu & Zahn 2004). To avoid missing
those individuals using satellite roosts, the minimum
sampling period lasted for 1 week. Thus, given what we
know about the biology of the lesser horseshoe bat and
what we observed, we can assume that assumption (i)
was most probably met.

Using the number of pellets collected over one
sampling period and the number of individuals counted
visually, we estimated the number of droppings that an
individual dropped each day to be five. So, for example,
in a colony of 20 individuals and after a sampling
period of 1 week, the capture probability of an individual
(35/700) was very similar to subsequent recapture probabilities (first, 34/699; second, 33/698, etc.). We thus
considered that drawing one dropping from an individual did not change the chance of drawing a second
dropping from this same individual. We always selected
entire droppings (about 5·3 mg) that were not moistened.
We assumed that the fact that some droppings were
broken or moistened was mainly the result of external
factors (transport, size of the silica fragment, etc.) and
not linked to the identity of the depositor. The sampling
process was thus considered random and the second
assumption was fulfilled.
The third assumption implied an equal capture
probability for all individuals, in other words an equal
number of droppings deposited per individual throughout the sampling period. Nothing is known about the
defaecation rate of this species, particularly about
interindividual differences. In other mammals, sex and
age are the factors usually put forward to explain such
differences (Kohn et al. 1999; Wilson et al. 2003). Adult
females are believed to be in the majority in nursery
colonies of lesser horseshoe bat (Gaisler 1963c, 1966b)
but adult males or subadults can be present (Gaisler
1963a,b; F. Bontadina & G. Jones, personal communication). In mammals, and particularly bats, reproductive
status greatly influences energy demands (Gittleman,
Holroyd & Barclay 1988). Hence a colony comprising
pregnant and non-pregnant females could generate
capture heterogeneity. We cannot conclude anything
about this question but assume that if all individuals
are of the same sex (i.e. female) and same reproductive
state (i.e. pregnant), the defaecation rate is likely to be
the same for all individuals. It is possible that when at
least one test detected capture heterogeneity between
individuals, such as at Epiniac and Pluherlin in 2004
and Saint-Thurial in 2003, colonies comprised individuals harbouring different combinations of factors
(sex, age and reproductive state). Considering that we
sampled underneath the main cluster within the roost,
it is also possible that for some reasons (e.g. thermal
and social) individuals varied in their use of space and
spent more or less time above the sampling area, leaving
different numbers of droppings per individual.
When there is no capture heterogeneity (e.g. Epiniac
2003), BM and ECM methods are more precise and
should be preferred. However, as mentioned by Miller,
Joyce & Waits (2005), it is sometimes difficult to detect
capture heterogeneity using tests. If a researcher has
good biological reasons to believe capture heterogeneity
is occurring, TIRM should be applied. In our study,
where capture heterogeneity was moderate, ECM and
BM generally underestimated the true N while TIRM
mainly overestimated it.
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recommendations for management
We have demonstrated that genetic data produced from
bat faecal DNA are of high quality and can provide
accurate estimates of population size even when samples are collected during only one sampling session,
given appropriate statistical tools. With such protocols,
no more capture is required and, consequently, animals
are not disturbed. Furthermore, the method is easy to
execute and cost-efficient because only one sampling
session is required.
However, we would like to emphasize the importance of the sampling design, particularly with regard
to the assumptions of the models. Each sampling
scheme has to be carefully designed by taking into
account the biology of the species concerned and the
assumptions of the model used for the estimation of
population size, such as population closure. Additionally,
some previous studies have shown that the sampling
intensity influences the confidence of the estimate (see,
for example, Miller, Joyce & Waits 2005). In this study,
we collected and genotyped approximately twice as
many samples as the number of bats counted visually
and obtained relatively narrow confidence intervals.
Thus, in agreement with other studies (Miller, Joyce
& Waits 2005; Solberg et al. 2006), and when the information is available, the number of samples collected
for future studies should be approximately three times
the ‘assumed’ number of individuals, leaving one-third
of samples for possible experimental failure (samples
yielding no DNA after extraction or no reliable genotype). If the focus is not on a precise estimate of population size but on population trends, sampling effort
can be reduced to the point that will give enough
statistical power to detect the trend. Power analyses are
then required to calculate which sample size is adequate.
We also stress the importance of the reliability of
individual identification based on genetic fingerprints,
as genotyping errors can lead to an overestimation
of population size (Waits & Leberg 2000). Thus, we
present in this study seven equations dealing with error
rates and we recommend that researchers meticulously
estimate and report such error rates and test the
assumptions behind their calculations.
Finally, the estimator performance has important
implications for managers, who should be aware of the
strengths and drawbacks of the methods employed.
For example, applying BM and ECM models tends
to be biased downwards when capture heterogeneity
exists. However, this error is conservative and may be
appropriate when dealing with rare and endangered
species. On the other hand, applying TIRM when capture heterogeneity is low tends to be biased upwards,
thus providing a maximum limit for population size.
Reporting on a workshop about bat population
monitoring, O’Shea, Bogan & Ellison (2003) emphasized that ‘major improvements are needed in methods
of estimating numbers of bats’. We think that the
protocols we present here are a step in that direction,

because we explore new techniques and apply a modern
statistical design to improve the scientific basis for
predictions about future bat population trends (O’Shea,
Bogan & Ellison 2003). With the increasing attention
paid to biodiversity and conservation, new methodologies are necessary to study species, particularly elusive
and endangered ones. Non-invasive CMR protocols
can readily be adapted to a broad range of species
within chiropterans and beyond, and should become a
useful tool in wildlife management and conservation.
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